A day in the life

Adrian Brown, 24 January 2013

Digital Preservation: What I wish I knew before I started...
Talking to information owners about possible transfers

9-9.30am
DIGITAL PRESERVATION PROJECT BOARD

2nd Meeting
30 Sept 2008, 11am
HIL Director of Information Services' Office

AGENDA

1. Apologies
2. Minutes of Last Meeting
3. Highlight Report
4. Communications Plan – for approval
5. AOB
6. Date of Next Meeting – 15th December 2008, 2.30pm
9.30-10.30am
Ingesting and cataloguing digital records
10.30-11am
Writing and updating policies and procedures
11am-12pm
Giving a demo of our repository
Lunch

Meeting colleagues from nearby institutions
Developing future requirements

1-1.30pm
1.30-2.30pm
Software testing
2.30-3.30pm
Preservation planning
3.30-4.30pm
QA-ing digital records
4.30-5pm
Developing contingency plans
**Atomic Snowmen Contingency Plan**

1. Wait for spring
2. Release the werejackalopes to eat their faces
3. Develop a zombie special forces unit to take care of the situation
4. Deploy NaCl payload kumquat grenades
5. Lure into incinerator with bait minions
6. Activate the lysine contingency
7. Move operations to lunar base

Created by Natalie Metzger

www.thesecretlair.com
6-7pm
Reviewing Borsetshire Archives draft digital preservation policy
Paul Wheatley @pvwheatley
File format problem? Still being solved! Do your bit now...
asciitextfiles.com/archives/3914 digitalpreservation archives
Expand

Clemens Neudecker @cneudecker
Best project acronym in DigitalPreservation so far. ForgetIT - addressing preservation by managed forgetting.
cordis.europa.eu/gp7/cd creadi...
Followed by Elaonora and 14 others.
Expand

DuraSpace Community @duraspace
NISO Webinar: Metadata for Preservation: A Digital Object’s Best Friend, Feb 13, 1:00-2:30 pm EST bit.ly/XGeGxC
digitalpreservation
Expand

NDSA @NDSA2
On 2/12 PASIG will offer the first in a series of webinars:
DigitalPreservation in Theory & Practice” with Tom Cramer
bit.ly/V9HTZb
Followed by SCAPE Project and 9 others.
Expand

Paul Wheatley @pvwheatley
Characterising PDF’s question, can you help? j.mp/XGNFVB
digitalpreservation
Expand

SCAPE Project @SCAPEproject
New blogpost by David Rosenthal “Moving vs. Copying” a new perspective on computing
tinyurl.com/aquocv2 digitalpreservation
Retweeted by Tim Collins
Expand

SCAPE Project @SCAPEproject
Why does digitalpreservation matter? Read the latest newsletter from Library of Congress
digitalpreservation.gov/news/newsletter...
Retweeted by OPF
I still do plenty of...
...and far too much of...

Are you lonely?
Tired of working on your own?
Do you hate making decisions?
HOLD A MEETING!

You can —
• See people
• Show charts
• Feel important
• Point with a stick
• Eat donuts
• Impress your colleagues

All on company time!

MEETING
THE PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE.
Questions?

Web: http://www.parliament.uk/archives

Twitter: @UKParlArchives, @realAdrianBrown